Study of the degradation of hybrid sol–gel coatings in aqueous medium
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A B S T R A C T

The design and development of suitable multilayered functional coatings for delaying corrosion advance in metals and become controlled-release vehicles requires that the properties of the coatings are known. Coatings prepared by the sol–gel method provide a good approach as protective layers on metallic surfaces. This kind of coating can be prepared from pure chemical reagents at room temperature and atmospheric pressure, with compositions in a very wide range of environmentally non-aggressive precursors. Sol–gel coatings based on siloxane bonded units were prepared, starting with an organic–inorganic hybrid system. Synthesis procedures included acid-catalysed hydrolysis, sol preparation, and the subsequent gelation and drying. The alkoxide precursors used were methyl-triethoxysilane (MTMOS) and tetraethyl-orthosilicate (TEOS) in molar ratios of 10:9, 9:1, 8:2 and 7:3. After determination of the optimal synthesis parameters, the materials were characterised by solid 29Si nuclear magnetic resonance (29Si NMR), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), contact angle measurement and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) test. Finally, the materials were assayed by controlling their weight in contact with water, to determine their ability to degrade by hydrolysis. Electrochemical analysis reveals the formation of pores and water uptake during the degradation. The quantity of TEOS is one of the principal parameters that determine the kinetics of degradation. There is a correlation between the degradation process obtained for long periods and the electrochemical parameters obtained by EIS in short times. The study tries to incorporate knowledge that can be used for designing the degradation process of the functional coatings and to control their properties in short times.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The use of sol–gel coatings as replacements for chromate conversion coatings in the pre-treatment for different metallic alloys has become widespread in the past decades. Sol–gel coatings have several advantages, e.g., they are an environmentally friendly technology. Another important feature is the good adherence obtained between the metallic surface and the sol–gel film, which is based on the establishment of chemical bonding (M–O–M) from the condensation reactions between metal hydroxyls (M–OH) and alkoxide hydrolysable groups (commonly Si–OH) [1]. Additionally, these sol–gel materials are biodegradable and bioerodible leaching non-toxic degradation products [2]. Since sol–gel technology uses a relative low temperature during formation of the inorganic matrix, various organic, inorganic and biological molecules can be introduced as dopant agents with no degradation risk. For these reasons, sol–gel materials have been extensively used as controlled-release matrices [2–5].

Using sol–gel technology, organic–inorganic hybrid materials can be prepared by a silane precursor containing an organic group. Thus, silica gel obtained by the sol–gel technology is an inorganic or hybrid (organic–inorganic) polymer produced synthetically by the controlled hydrolysis and condensation of alkoxysilanes. The synthesis of sol–gel silica occurs from liquid precursors sol via the initial formation of wet gels, in which the inorganic network is surrounded by solvent, which are later removed to yield a dry material. Depending on the organic group present in the alkoxysilane, the hybrid character of the final material will be defined. In contrast to common glass, which is a viscous fluid obtained by the high temperature fusion of SiO2, sol–gel silica is an amorphous, porous material, which is synthesised in mild conditions [6,7].
The use of organofunctional silanes as precursors leads to the formation of an organically modified hybrid that improves the flexibility and density of the films and, additionally, gives functionality to the coating so that it is compatible with the subsequent paint system [8–11]. Nevertheless, the characteristic porosity exhibited by these films leads to worse anticorrosive properties, mainly in the long term [12–15]. However, these materials have several attractive features when compared to inorganic sol–gel (e.g. hydrophobicity and durability) [5] and provide a versatile way to prepare modified sol–gel coatings that can be easily applied to implant surfaces.

Finally, the influence of the initial alkoxysilanes selected (the composition of the precursors) in the degradation of the material has not yet been studied in depth. Aspects such as the type of alkoxysilane used or the organic content in the final silicon network can define the material capacity to degrade [8]. Depending on the degradation kinetics the design of the coating system will need to be done by the incorporation of layers able to reduce the permeability to the electrolyte.

The present study reports the synthesis via sol–gel method of hybrid (silica and organic chains) networks with a mixture of two alkoxysilanes MTMOS and TEOS, which can be used as functional coatings. MTMOS alkoxysilane provides an organic character (a methyl group) to the network, while TEOS increases crosslinking kinetics [16]. Different molar proportions MTMOS:TEOS were used. The aim of the work is to investigate how changes in the %TEOS in the hybrid network influence on the degradation of the matrix. In order to characterise the network formation, a spectroscopic study was performed by FTIR and RMN. Moreover, EIS technique was used to study the initial pore structure of the materials and further changes in the coating because of degradation, fundamentally assessing its capacity to resist pore formation and water uptake, recording both parameters as a function of time. Finally, the results of the weight loss in contact with water are reported and correlated with the physicochemical properties of the different networks.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

2.1.1. Sol–gel synthesis

Organic–inorganic hybrid coatings were synthesised from MTMOS (Sigma–Aldrich) and TEOS (Sigma–Aldrich). Coatings with different MTMOS:TEOS molar ratios were prepared 10:0 (10M:0T); 9:1 (9M:1T); 8:2 (8M:2T); 7:3 (7M:3T). To ensure a miscible solution of the silane precursors, 2-propanol (Sigma–Aldrich) was used as a co-solvent, in a volume ratio of alcohol:precursor 1:1. A stoichiometric amount of water acidified with HNO₃ (pH = 1), was added as the catalyst of the reaction. After the addition of the catalyst, solutions were stirred for 1 h and set for another hour at room temperature before their deposition on a substrate. This period of time (2 h) is necessary to ensure the maximum extent of the hydrolysis of the methoxy groups of MTMOS and the ethoxy of TEOS.

2.1.2. Sol–gel coatings

Two types of samples were obtained in order to characterise the coatings: those deposited on a metal substrate and those without a substrate, a free film material.

Stainless steel AISI 316-L plates (5 cm × 5 cm, RNSinox, S.L.) were used as a substrate for sol–gel deposition. The plates were cleaned with acetone to remove impurities and oil. A dipping device (KSV instrument–KSV DC) with a controlled withdrawal speed was used for the film deposition. Plates were immersed into the dissolution at a speed of 100 cm min⁻¹, left for 1 min and the plates were then removed at the same speed.

In order to obtain a free sol–gel film, Teflon moulds were used. 3 ml of sol were poured into the mould to obtain a homogeneous final film.

The coatings were dried and cured using the thermal process described in Table 1. Curing conditions were previously established by means of the NMR spectroscopy, to ensure the maximum cross-linking, and SEM to prove that the film obtained was homogeneous and free of cracks [5]. During the thermal treatment, the condensation of the remaining OH groups was promoted and evaporation of the solvents occurred, resulting in the final network.

2.1.3. Chemical characterisation

29Si NMR solid spectroscopy was used to determine the Si–O–Si cross-linking density after curing treatment. For the analysis of samples, the obtained free films were ground into powder. Spectra were recorded on a Bruker 400 AVANCE II WB PLUS spectrometer, equipped with a CP-MAS (cross polarisation magic angle spinning) probe. The powder samples were placed in a rotor sample tube of 4 mm. The sample spinning speed was 7.0 kHz. The pulse sequence used was the Bruker standard, frequency was 79.5 MHz, spectral width was 55 kHz, contact time was 2 ms and delay time was 5 s.

The structure of the hybrid coatings was examined by Fourier-transform infrared (FT–IR) spectroscopy (Model FTIR 6700, NICOLET). Free films of each precursor and the mixtures were prepared. The spectra were recorded on the attenuated total reflectance (ATR) mode and the wavelength range was between 4000 and 400 cm⁻¹.

2.2. Contact angle measurement

The wettability of the coatings was determined by the measurement of the contact angle of deionised water onto the sol–gel surface using an automatic contact angle meter (DATAPHYSICS OCA 20 Goniometer). The sol–gel coatings were deposited onto stainless steel plates and a sessile drop of 10 μl deionised water was placed on the coating surface. The wettability was determined by the half angle method. The value given is the mean value of at least 11 measurements. For the calculation of contact angle values, a statistical analysis was performed. Mean and standard deviation values were calculated using the one-way ANOVA statistical technique. The error protection method used in this research was the Tukey HSD method and the confidence limit used was 95%.

2.3. Hydrolysis degradation test

The hydrolysis degradation test was performed by soaking the coatings in distilled water at 37 °C, during 9 weeks. The hydrolytic degradation was evaluated by weight loss of the coatings before and after soaking in distilled water during different periods of time. After soaking, the samples were dried in an oven at 37 °C for 24 h and they were weighed. Each data point is the average of three individual measurements.

2.4. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy tests were carried out on coated samples deposited on a metallic substrate exposed to 3.5% NaCl (by weight) in deionised water for up to 24 h. A three
electrode electrochemical cell was obtained by sticking a glass cylinder onto the sample sheet and filling it with the test solution. The exposed surface area was 16.6 cm². A carbon sheet acted as the counter-electrode and an Ag/AgCl electrode was used as the reference electrode. The AC impedance data were obtained at the free corrosion potential using an IM6/6eX Zahner—elektrik potentiostat and a frequency response analyser. The impedance tests were carried out over a frequency range of 100 kHz down to 10 mHz using a sinusoidal voltage of 10 mV as the amplitude inside a Faraday cage. This was in order to minimise external interferences on the system.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Structural characterisation

Following the hydrolysis and condensation of the silane precursors a silica (Si–O–Si) network is formed. The Si–OH bonds obtained by the hydrolysis of the alkoxysilanes will condense to form Si–O–Si bonds. The extent of the condensation reaction will define the network cross-linking density. Different curing treatments were applied in order to obtain homogeneous coatings without pores and those in Table 1 were selected depending on the initial alkoxysilanes mixture.

The free films obtained after the curing treatment were studied by 29Si solid NMR. The nomenclature followed for the description of the condensation degree is extensively described in other papers [17], Fig. 1 shows the solid state 29Si NMR spectra of TEOS, MTMOS, and 7M:3T, as an example of the mixtures.

29Si NMR solid state spectrum of TEOS coating (Fig. 1a) shows signals associated to Q2, Q3 and Q4 species, where the intensity of Q3 > Q2 > Q4. The presence of Q3 and Q4 species indicates an incomplete condensation process, i.e. either silanol groups or alkoxysilane groups can be found in the network. However, the intensity of the peak corresponding to Q4 species together with the presence of Q4 species shows a high cross-linked material. The MTMOS spectrum (Fig. 1b) shows T2 and T3 signals, the relationship between them (T3 > T2) indicates a high condensation degree of the polysiloxane network, too.

The spectrum of 7M:3T (Fig. 1c) shows T2 and T3 species from MTMOS and Q2, Q3 and Q4 from TEOS. Although the presence of T2, Q2 and Q4 species indicates the possibility to have non-reacted Si–OH groups, the relation between the peaks demonstrates that the obtained final network has a high condensation degree. Thus, the addition of TEOS to MTMOS does not affect the cross-linking degree. In Table 2, the 29Si chemical shift (δ) of each species is summarised.

The FTIR assay was used to study the polysiloxane network obtained. Fig. 2 shows the FTIR spectra of the hybrids obtained for MTMOS and 7M:3T.

Both spectra have bands associated with the vibration of chains Si–O–Si around 1075 cm⁻¹, 1163 cm⁻¹ and 800 cm⁻¹, which are characteristic of the formation of a polysiloxane network. The bands associated with the vibration of OH species (3300–3500 cm⁻¹), and Si–OH terminals (3740 cm⁻¹) can be very slightly seen. The bond between the organic chain and the inorganic network Si–C appears at 1450 cm⁻¹. Since the network formed from TEOS precursor is an inorganic network, the introduction into the MTMOS network, gives rise only to a greater amount of Si–O–Si bonds. In both spectra, the band assigned to the vibration of methyl groups of MTMOS at 1275 cm⁻¹ was detected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>δ (ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTMOS</td>
<td>−56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEOS</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7M:3T</td>
<td>−56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. 29Si solid NMR spectra of (a) TEOS, (b) MTMOS, and (c) MTMOS:TEOS molar ratio 7:3.
Table 3 summarises the results of contact angle measurements for all the coatings obtained. The MTMOS coating has the smallest hydrophilic character with a contact angle of 76°. The addition of TEOS causes an increase in the hydrophilicity, giving rise to values of around 70° for 30% of TEOS.

Differences in contact angle values can be correlated with the presence of the organic group (methyl) and the content of Si–O–Si bonds in the network. The presence of the methyl group makes the coating less hydrophilic due to the hydrophobic character of this group. On the other hand, the addition of TEOS makes the coatings more hydrophilic due to their increased inorganic character. Additionally, the fact to add TEOS to the MTMOS increases slightly the proportion of more condensed species, which means the elimination of organic groups and hence an increase of the hydrophilicity. Therefore, the design of the hydrophilic–hydrophobic character of the coating can be performed by initially selecting the appropriate mixture of alkoxysilanes.

3.3. Degradation

Sol–gel coatings could degrade in contact with water due to the hydrolysis of the polysiloxane network. It has been established that any form of solid silica in contact with aqueous solutions dissolves into monosilicic acid (Si(OH)4) through hydrolysis, which can be expressed as follows [18]:

\[
\text{SiO}_2(s) + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Si(OH)}_4^{\text{aq}}
\]

The weight loss of samples of 10M:0T, 9M:1T, 8M:2T and 7M:3T are presented as a function of immersion time in Fig. 3.

MTMOS coating shows a very low weight loss after 9 weeks of immersion in distilled water, as this coating only lost 1% of its weight. The stable behaviour of MTMOS coating in aqueous medium can be due to the hydrophobic character of the methyl group (Table 3) and to the close polysiloxane network that is formed (Fig. 2), what difficulties water inlet into the network and, as a consequence, the degradation of the network is hindered.

When TEOS is present in the coating formulation a different behaviour is observed. The value of the degradation is dependent on the TEOS content. 9M:1T and 8M:2T coatings show the same trend [5]. Until 3 weeks of immersion in water, they show a fast degradation rate, which is maintained at a constant level until the end of the assay. In contrast, the 7M:3T coating shows a faster initial weight loss, which continues progressively until the end of the assay.

The data indicate that the degradation amount and the kinetics are composition dependent. Coatings with a greater TEOS content show higher degradation values: 18% of weight loss in 9M:1T, 34% in 8M:2T and 57% in 7M:3T (weight loss data after 9 weeks of exposition to water). The degradation results are correlated with hydrophilicity, as TEOS is added to the coating the wettability is higher and the water-flow through the material is favoured. As a consequence, water can produce the hydrolysis of the network, breaking the Si–O–Si bonds.

Additionally, the amount of Si–O–Si bonds is increased when TEOS is added to the coating; thus, the obtained network is more degradable hydrolytically, which is reflected in a higher weight loss.

3.4. EIS

The EIS test was performed to study the coating properties (the creation of pores and water uptake) along the time to the electrolyte of MTMOS, 9M:1T, 8M:2T and 7M:3T samples obtained by dip-coating on stainless steel AISI 316L plates.

The impedance spectra were analysed using Z-view software and two different equivalent circuit models, as shown in Fig. 4. The first model has two time constants with the first corresponding to coating behaviour \( (R_{po} \text{ and } C_{p}) \) and the second corresponding to interphase \( (R_0 \text{ and } C_{ai}) \). The second model has three time constants, with the first referred to as the coating response \( (R_{po} \text{ and } C_{p}) \), the second as the oxide layer \( (R_{\text{oxid}} \text{ and } C_{\text{oxid}}) \), and the third corresponding to the interphase with metal behaviour \( (R_0 \text{ and } C_{ai}) \). The circuit consisted of a working electrode (metal substrate), a reference electrode \( (\text{Ag/AgCl}) \), electrolyte resistance \( (R_e) \), pore resistance \( (R_{po}) \), constant phase element of the coating capacitance \( (C_{pe}) \), oxide layer resistance \( (R_{\text{oxid}}) \), constant phase element of the oxide layer \( (C_{\text{oxid}}) \), polarisation resistance \( (R_p) \) and a constant phase element of the double layer capacitance \( (C_{PE_{dl}}) \) [19,20]. The Chi-squared parameter of the fit was always below 0.01. Fitting the EIS data to the circuit determines the values of the characteristic parameters of the equivalent circuit, which are generally assumed to be related to the corrosion properties of the system [19,20]. Fitting the impedance data to the parameters of the first time constant of the circuit (low frequencies) allows the parameters \( R_{po} \text{ and } C_{p} \) to be obtained. \( R_{po} \) can be related to porosity and the deterioration of the coating while \( C_{p} \) is related to the water absorption and coating degradation. \( R_{\text{oxid}} \text{ and } C_{\text{oxid}} \) are the parameters obtained by fitting the impedance results to the parameters of the second time constant of the circuit (medium frequencies in the case of all three time constants) and referring to the oxide layer properties. Finally, the parameters \( C_{ai} \) and \( R_p \) are related to the disbonding of the coating and the onset of corrosion at the interface [21–24]. When modelling the equivalent circuit with CPE, the software gives values of capacitance in \( \text{nm}^2\text{f} \) units together with a parameter known as "n". When n is close to 1 (ideal capacitor), as was the case in this study, it can be considered that the values of capacitances given by the software match the effective capacitances (ideal).
3.4.1. Equivalent circuit interpretation

It is generally assumed that the elements of the equivalent circuits are correlated to the corrosion properties of the system [19,25–30]. Although this is necessary in order to fit correctly the equivalent circuit to all impedance spectra versus frequency, this study is only related to the characterisation of the hydrolysis degradation of the sol–gel coating, and for this reason we will focus our attention to those results obtained at the high frequency where the response of the coating to its exposition to electrolyte (parameters of the equivalent circuit $R_{po}$ and $C_c$) is located.

The pore resistance $R_{po}$ is a measure of the porosity and deterioration of the coating. $R_{po}$ values have usually been related to the number of pores or capillary channels perpendicular to the substrate surface through which the electrolyte reaches the interface [24]. Although the $R_{po}$ can also increase with immersion time, probably as a result of pore or defect blockage by corrosion products, it usually decreases. Some authors have found three regions in

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3.** Weight loss by hydrolytic degradation versus time of immersion in distilled water for MTMOS, 9M:1T, 8M:2T and 7M:3T coatings.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 4.** Equivalent circuit a two time constants and b three time constants.
the time dependent decreases of $R_{po}$. It initially decreases rapidly, then slowly (displaying a plateau) and then again rapidly, coinciding with the appearance of the second semicircle. They explain the plateau by making the assumption that the number of pathways formed is approximately constant with time. $C_e$ is the capacitance of the coating and it should be a measure of the water permeation into the coating and is given by:

$$C_e = \frac{\varepsilon \cdot \varepsilon_0 \cdot A}{d}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\varepsilon$ is the dielectric constant of the coating, $\varepsilon_0$ is the permittivity of vacuum, $A$ is the area of the coating exposed to the electrolyte, and $d$ is the thickness. The coating capacitance will usually change (increasing) due to electrolyte absorption because the dielectric constant of water is approximately 5 times greater than that of a typical coating. $C_e$ usually increases at the initial stage of exposure, and it is a measure of water absorption. When the coating has been exposed for a long time it can be correlated to disbonding and deterioration.

Fig. 5 shows the Nyquist graph of the impedance evolution with time over the first 24 h for 10M:0T, 9M:1T, 8M:2T and 7M:3T. The impedance spectrum shows that MTMOS' impedance values are bigger than those obtained in coatings with TEOS content. As the quantity of TEOS increases, the impedance module decreases. The exposure to electrolyte has a limited response in the case of MTMOS which means there are no clear changes in the material during the time of the test, while in coatings with TEOS the behaviour is the opposite. There are large changes in the impedance with exposure to electrolytes that would be correlated to the phenomena of degradation.

In order to analyse the behaviour of the coatings, the impedance spectra were modelled using equivalent circuits, as shown in Fig. 5. In the case of MTMOS coatings, only two time constants were detected in the impedance response, while three time constants were detected for coatings in the presence of TEOS. The presence of an oxide layer in the case of TEOS coatings could be due to a higher permeability of these coatings, which was reflected by the significant decrease of the impedance value.
Impedance experimental results for the coatings were modelled according to the proposed equivalent circuits. As CPE elements were used instead of capacitance elements the values of the parameter $n$ are shown in Table 4, for each formulation and for all the immersion periods used.

Fig. 6 shows both the experimental values and those modelised for sample 8M:2T after 2 h of immersion with the circuit depicted in Fig. 5b.

As this study tried to understand how electrolyte exposure affects the material degradation, the discussion will be focused on the first time constant parameters, which are related to the coating behaviour.

The $R_{po}$ value is a measure of the ionic resistance through the pores of the coatings and is inversely proportional to the extent and number of defects in the coating. The evolution of $R_{po}$ with the exposure time in the electrolyte gives information about the coating capacity to avoid the formation of pores across the film due to its degradation. High and constant $R_{po}$ values are attributed to coatings which do not degrade during electrolyte exposure. Fig. 7 shows pore resistance parameters obtained from the responses of all coatings at high frequencies (10M:0T, 9M:1T, 8M:2T and 7M:3T).

The MTMOS coating shows an initial value of $R_{po}$ of $2 \times 10^7 \Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$, and this value remains almost constant until 8 h of contact with the electrolyte, where there is a drastic decrease to a value of 390 $\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$ at 24 h of contact. The coating 9M:1T presents an initial value of 28,000 $\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$ and a final value of 570 $\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$. In the case of 8M:2T, the value of $R_{po}$ decreases from 241 $\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$ to 8 $\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$. Finally, the coating 7M:3T shows an initial value of 20 $\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$ and a final value of 49 $\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$ after 24 h of contact with the electrolyte.

It can be seen that as TEOS is added to MTMOS coating, the value of $R_{po}$ decreases significantly, especially in the cases of 20 and 30% of TEOS. The 9M:1T coating shows an $R_{po}$ initial value that is three magnitudes less than that of MTMOS, while 8M:2T five magnitudes lower and 7M:3T is six. The addition of 20% and 30% of TEOS makes the coating very permeable to the passage of electrolytes.

![Fig. 6. Bode plot for 8M:2T sample after 10 h in contact with electrolyte. Comparison between experimental data and modelisation results with equivalent circuit.](Image 1)

![Fig. 7. Evolution of the pore resistance versus time of contact with electrolyte of the coatings MTMOS, 9M:1T, 8M:2T and 7M:3T.](Image 2)

### Table 4

Parameter $n$ of the CPE elements for each formulation and immersion period used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>0 h</th>
<th>1.5 h</th>
<th>3 h</th>
<th>4 h</th>
<th>6 h</th>
<th>8 h</th>
<th>10 h</th>
<th>24 h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10M:0T</td>
<td>$n_1$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n_2$</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9M:1T</td>
<td>$n_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n_2$</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n_3$</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8M:2T</td>
<td>$n_1$</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n_2$</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n_3$</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7M:3T</td>
<td>$n_1$</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n_2$</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n_3$</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The increase in the value of $C_\alpha$ can be correlated using Eq. (1) with an increase in the permittivity ($\varepsilon$) value, with the rest of parameters remaining constant for a specific coating sample and test. As a result, an increase of permeability is directly related to an increase in water content in the coating. Fig. 8 shows the coating capacitance parameter obtained from the response at high frequencies of all coatings (10M:0T, 9M:1T, 8M:2T and 7M:3T).

The MTMOS coating shows a constant value of $2 \times 10^{-8}$ F cm$^{-2}$, while the rest of the coatings showed upper values for this parameter, which increased with the content of TEOS. The 9M:1T coating shows an initial capacitance value of $4 \times 10^{-8}$ F cm$^{-2}$ and a final value of $6 \times 10^{-8}$ F cm$^{-2}$, the coating 8M:2T varies the capacitance value from $3 \times 10^{-7}$ F cm$^{-2}$ to $6 \times 10^{-7}$ F cm$^{-2}$; and the coating 7M:3T ranks from $4 \times 10^{-6}$ F cm$^{-2}$ to $5 \times 10^{-5}$ F cm$^{-2}$. In all cases, the final values of $C_\alpha$ are bigger than the initial ones showing that exposure to the electrolyte with time causes the water content to increase in the coatings, and this content is also increased with TEOS content.

These results are in agreement with those obtained by hydrolytic degradation (Fig. 3), where it can be observed that the increase of TEOS content increases the coating degradation. The increase of TEOS increases the permeability of the coating and consequently the water content in them, making the hydrolysis degradation more possible.

Although the addition of TEOS allows obtaining a more cross-linked network due to the appearance of Q$^2$ species, an increase of species with terminal silanols, as indicated by the presence of Q$^2$ and Q$^3$ signals is obtained too. These facts make the network more degradable by hydrolysis. MTMOS:TEOS coatings are more hydrophilic than MTMOS and the parameters $R_p$ and $C_\alpha$ show that increase of TEOS causes more channels where the water can penetrate in the coating and cause an increase in their water content.

4. Conclusions

This study demonstrates that changes in the composition of a hybrid sol–gel network can strongly affect the degradation of the matrix. NMR results showed that the addition of TEOS is able to increase the network cross-linking density but at the same time this network is more hydrophilic and degradable. The increase of the degradability of the coating can be due to an increased wettability and the amount of siloxane bonds. EIS results showed a big decrease in the pore resistance and an increase in the coating capacitance with the addition of TEOS. The values of the equivalent circuit elements associated to the coating, as the pore resistance and coating capacitance, can be used as an earlier information, obtained in a very short time, of the degradation kinetics in long periods. As a consequence, we can say that as the TEOS content of the coating increases, pore formation across the film is favoured, along with water absorption, which is in accordance with the degradation results obtained. Therefore, the composition of a sol–gel coating can be designed in order to obtain a matrix with the desired degradation kinetics changing the chemical compositions of the precursors.
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